With its expansive floor, generous interior volume, and easily configurable design, the Ram ProMaster® is ideally suited among its competition for passenger or automobility applications. The ProMaster Passenger offers a wide range of upgrades and options, with nearly limitless seating designs aided by our proprietary interactive configuration tool. Whether your need is for a low-cost, functional shuttle, a high-quality executive transport, or an easily adaptable mobility service, the ProMaster Passenger gives you an economical, flexible, and dependable solution.

- TWO BODY SIZES ON 159-INCH WHEELBASES AND BEST-OF-CLASS WIDTH BETWEEN WHEELWELLS ACCOMMODATES UP TO 15 SEATS AND AS MANY AS 6 WHEELCHAIRS – THE INDUSTRY’S BEST FOR MOBILITY AND PARATRANSPIT OPERATORS
- BEST-IN-CLASS 21-INCH LOAD FLOOR HEIGHT IS IDEAL FOR STRETCHER USE AND POWER LIFTS
- UPGRADES AND OPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE FOR A WIDE RANGE OF APPLICATIONS, FROM ECONOMY SHUTTLE TO EXECUTIVE TRANSPORT
- STEEL-REINFORCED AND PULL-TESTED (FMVSS/CMVSS) FLOOR DESIGN ENSURES MAXIMUM CAPACITY AND PASSENGER SAFETY
- THOUGHTFUL FEATURES, LIKE 10,000 MILES BETWEEN OIL CHANGES AND PLACEMENT OF EXTERIOR COMPONENTS TO AVOID ACCIDENT DAMAGE, ARE DESIGNED TO REDUCE COST OF OWNERSHIP
THE RAM PROMASTER® PASSENGER, ALONG WITH ITS MANY BEST-IN-CLASS FEATURES, IS BUILT ON THE TWO MOST FUNCTIONAL PROMASTER MODELS: THE 2500 AND 3500 EXTENDED. BOTH FEATURE THE HIGH-ROOF OPTION AND 159-INCH WHEELBASE, MAKING THEM THE MOST SUITABLE PLATFORMS FOR PASSENGER AND AUTOMOBILITY VEHICLES IN THE INDUSTRY.

STANDARD FEATURES
- Steel-reinforced sub-floor with diamond tread, 150-mil, thermo-plastic covering and seven L-tracks
- Sound-deadening materials and R8 spray-in insulation
- Interior panels and headliner
- Front-to-rear LED overhead lighting
- Passenger windows
- 42,000-BTU heat/38,000-BTU A/C unit for rear passenger area
- AM/FM/MP3 radio
- Touring- or heavy-duty suspension
- Best-in-class 3.6L Pentastar® 280-HP gasoline engine
- 50-state emissions compliant
- 46.8-foot turning circle
- Cloth bucket seats
- Rear hinged and right sliding doors with fixed glass
- 3-year/36,000-mile limited upfit warranty
- $1,000 mail-in rebate

UPGRADE FEATURES
- Cruise control
- Rear window defroster
- Front and rear mud flaps
- Uconnect® 5.0 AM/FM/CD/BT radio
- Heavy duty alternator
- Daytime running headlamps
- ParkView® rear back-up camera
- Power folding/heated mirrors
- Premium appearance group
- Back-up alarm
- Power sliding side door
- Aluminum running boards
- Stanchion
- Braun Century 2 Series™ 34-inch lift
- Braun Millennium 2 Series™ 37-inch lift
- Ricon Classic™ S-Series® 34-inch lift
- Ricon S5506 39-inch lift
- Plexiglas lift shield
- Vehicle transmission interlock

UPFIT OPTIONS
- Three grades of seat design
- Single and double foldaway seats with integrated belts
- Back-up alarm
- Power sliding side door
- Aluminum running boards
- Stanchion
- Braun Century 2 Series™ 34-inch lift
- Braun Millennium 2 Series™ 37-inch lift
- Ricon Classic™ S-Series® 34-inch lift
- Ricon S5506 39-inch lift
- Plexiglas lift shield
- Vehicle transmission interlock
- A/C ducting package
- Upgraded rear A/C compressor
- Q’Straint retractors with belts (set of 4)
- Extra shoulder belt
- Q’Straint retractors storage pouch
- Stryker Power-PRO™ & MX-PRO® stretchers
- Stretcher floor mount assembly
- Wheelchair holder
- Oxygen tank mounting bracket
- 911 kit (First Aid, extinguisher, triangles)
- Custom lighting package
- Custom vehicle signs/spot graphics

For questions or sales support, please call 844-372-8267